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1. Log in to your company's e-account 2. Add a new driver, trip or passenger 3. Plan the
route, departure and arrival dates, stop locations and stop times 4. Add costs, details and

images to each trip 5. Type, calculate and track costs 6. Create and manage a targets
database 7. Add to it your destinations, check your progress and plan your trip 8. View
the trip's daily and total financial status 9. Add to your trip's evaluation and share it 10.
Online map or route planning 1. The first thing you will need to do is log into your e-

account with a company. 2. Next, click “add a new driver, trip or passenger”. 3. Choose
the trip that you wish to manage, add a driver and set the departure and arrival dates. If
you choose a trip that has already been set up, you will just need to set the arrival and
departure dates. 4. Add costs, details and images to each trip. 5. Type, calculate and

track costs. 6. You can also add your own target for which you need to calculate the total.
7. Create and manage a targets database. 8. For this, type a name, click the “+” icon and
add the target. 9. Create your targets. 10. You will then be able to view your progress on

the “Targets” section. 11. It is possible to share your evaluation with your drivers and
colleagues. 12. To locate a specific target, click on the map and the address will appear.
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13. The target can be edited and the information about the delivery and collection
addresses can be changed. 14. The detailed address, phone and email can be added. 15.
You can also select the name and/or logo of the company. 16. When you are done, click

“Save”. 17. In the next screen, you can choose between a driver or a trip. 18. It is
possible to add a driver who is not included in your e-account. 19. The trip will now be

selected and the driver will be added. 20. You can also add a driver if you already have a
company. 21. Choose the driver's name, type the e-mail address and select if the driver is

a first time customer or not.
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AutoCalc is an application designed to help drivers plan and track various aspects of a
trip. It enables you to manage the number of expected trips and set details such as driver,
route, departure and arrival dates, costs, route and more. AutoCalc displays a user-
friendly interface as far as design is concerned, but when it comes to actually using it,
you’re going to spend a good couple of minutes understanding how everything works.
The application consists of a tabbed interface that makes it easy to access all the areas in
which you are able to view or edit information. You are able to add new drivers that take
part to the current or a different trip and choose the departure and arrival dates. Costs for
fuel, services and other expenses can also be added to the trip. For them you can enter
the type, amount, date and even add a short description. In case you need it, the
application offers you a built-in calculator. AutoCalc helps you create and manage a
targets database that contains all the destinations that you need to reach. Each entry can
be customized with an image, target and customer names, street, zip code, phone and
email address. It goes without saying that you can also add information about the start
location. Since a road trip of any proportions can have unexpected financial surprises,
AutoCalc enables you to keep track of the evolution of a trip by offering you an
‘Evaluations’ feature. It’s capable of displaying a daily and total financial status. If the
destination you are required to reach is unfamiliar to you, AutoCalc enables you to enter
its name and with a simple click, it opens up your web browser and shows you where the
location is using an online map. To sum things up, if you’re planning a trip or managing a
firm that offers transportation services, AutoCalc is an application that can prove handy.
General Info: Full Version Software Size: 1.47 MB File Type: *.exe License: Freeware
Product Tags: Address: 2. HandyCalc for Windows Version 2.5.1 (2014-02-21)
HandyCalc for Windows is a powerful calculator that lets you perform calculations and
manage expenses on the fly, all from a small, portable tool. HandyCalc was designed to
make calculations simple, easy to do and a snap to remember. After installing

What's New in the AutoCalc?

File size: 884.9 MB AutoCalc Paid download | Drivers | Xenforo 2.55 Score: 0 0 reviews
AutoCalc is an application designed to help drivers plan and track various aspects of a
trip. It enables you to manage the number of expected trips and set details such as driver,
route, departure and arrival dates, costs, route and more. AutoCalc displays a user-
friendly interface as far as design is concerned, but when it comes to actually using it,
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you’re going to spend a good couple of minutes understanding how everything works.
The application consists of a tabbed interface that makes it easy to access all the areas in
which you are able to view or edit information. You are able to add new drivers that take
part to the current or a different trip and choose the departure and arrival dates. Costs for
fuel, services and other expenses can also be added to the trip. For them you can enter
the type, amount, date and even add a short description. In case you need it, the
application offers you a built-in calculator. AutoCalc helps you create and manage a
targets database that contains all the destinations that you need to reach. Each entry can
be customized with an image, target and customer names, street, zip code, phone and
email address. It goes without saying that you can also add information about the start
location. Since a road trip of any proportions can have unexpected financial surprises,
AutoCalc enables you to keep track of the evolution of a trip by offering you an
‘Evaluations’ feature. It’s capable of displaying a daily and total financial status. If the
destination you are required to reach is unfamiliar to you, AutoCalc enables you to enter
its name and with a simple click, it opens up your web browser and shows you where the
location is using an online map. To sum things up, if you’re planning a trip or managing a
firm that offers transportation services, AutoCalc is an application that can prove handy.
Description: Description: AutoCalc for Joomla Paid download | Drivers | Xenforo 2.55
Score: 0 0 reviews Description: AutoCalc is an application designed to help drivers plan
and track various aspects of a trip. It enables you to manage the number of expected trips
and set details such as driver, route, departure and arrival dates, costs, route and more.
AutoCalc displays a user-friendly interface as far as design is concerned, but when it
comes to actually using it, you’re going to spend a good couple of
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System Requirements:

Intel Core i5 6600 Windows XP (32bit), 7 (32bit) or 8 (32bit) 4 GB system memory 1
GB free disk space DirectX® 9.0c graphics card (PC only) Battlefield™ Hardline™ is
an action-packed shooter and intense first-person shooter that takes full advantage of the
NVIDIA® SHIELD® device. Battlefield Hardline will also include CrossFire
technology that will allow you to play two-player matches with NVIDIA SHIELD
devices. From D
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